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Abstract Thermoacoustic refrigeration systems generate
cooling power from a high-amplitude acoustic standing
wave. There has recently been a growing interest in this
technology because of its simple and robust architecture
and its use of environmentally safe gases. With the prospect of commercialization, it is necessary to enhance the
efficiency of thermoacoustic cooling systems and more
particularly of some of their components such as the heat
exchangers. The characterization of the flow field at the
end of the stack plates is a crucial step for the understanding and optimization of heat transfer between the
stack and the heat exchangers. In this study, a specific
particle image velocimetry measurement is performed
inside a thermoacoustic refrigerator. Acoustic velocity is
measured using synchronization and phase-averaging. The
measurement method is validated inside a void resonator
by successfully comparing experimental data with an
acoustic plane wave model. Velocity is measured inside the
oscillating boundary layers, between the plates of the stack,
and compared to a linear model. The flow behind the stack
is characterized, and it shows the generation of symmetric
pairs of counter-rotating vortices at the end of the stack
plates at low acoustic pressure level. As the acoustic
pressure level increases, detachment of the vortices and
symmetry breaking are observed.
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1 Introduction
The thermoacoustic effect of interest in thermoacoustic
refrigeration results from the interaction of an acoustic
wave and a solid wall. Under adequate conditions, a high
amplitude standing wave creates a temperature gradient
along a stack of plates. A heat flux appears then from the
cold side to the hot side of the plates. This heat flux results
from the adequate phasing between the compression–
expansion cycle and the oscillatory motion that is imposed
on a fluid particle by the acoustic standing wave, as
described by Swift [25] and shown in Fig. 1. As it moves
towards the pressure antinode, the particle heats up because
of compression (a). It becomes hotter than the plate and
then gives heat to it (b). As it moves back to the velocity
antinode, the particle expands (c). It cools down and since
it becomes cooler than the plate, it gains heat from it (d).
And the cycle starts again.
Thermoacoustic refrigeration, which is based on this
effect, is a promising alternative to the traditional vaporcompression technology. It is free of harmful refrigerants
and has a simple architecture, with few mechanical moving
parts, which potentially allows the development of
miniature devices. Theoretically, a standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerator can achieve efficiencies of 40–50
% of Carnot’s efficiency [29]. However, the systems built
so far have a poor efficiency compared to the efficiency
that is theoretically achievable [22]. A better understanding
of the flow field around the components of a thermoacoustic refrigerator is crucial for increasing the efficiency of
such systems.
It is well known that linear thermoacoustics [24, 25] is
reliable at low amplitude acoustic pressure. However,
industrial applications usually require a high acoustic
pressure level inside the resonator. At high amplitude
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Fig. 1 Diagram of pressure versus velocity of the thermoacoustic
cycle for a heat pump with schematic drawings of heat exchanges
between a fluid particle and a stack plate. a The particle moves
towards the pressure antinode and heats up because of acoustic
compression. b The particle is hotter than the stack plate and gives
heat to it. c The particle moves back to the velocity antinode and
expands. d The particle cools down because of acoustic expansion
and is cooler than the plate. The particle gains heat from the plate

(DR = Pac/Pm > 3%, the drive ratio DR being the ratio of
acoustic pressure level and mean pressure), nonlinear
effects such as streaming appear and edge effects become
more important. These local phenomena are expected to
influence strongly the overall efficiency of thermoacoustic
systems. The study of the coupling between the stack and
heat exchangers is also important for the optimization of
the interfacing between the refrigerator and the ambient.
Several numerical calculations recently addressed the
modelling of the flow field inside a thermoacoustic
refrigerator. Cao et al. [8] were the first to simulate thermoacoustics over a 1D-isothermal plate, solving the full
2D-Navier–Stokes equations. Worlikar and Knio [30]
performed a computation of the flow at the edges of a 2Dplate, while Besnoin and Knio [3] obtained the flow field
over the same plate coupled with a heat exchanger. The last
two simulations were based on a low-Mach-number
approximation. Direct computations of the full 2D-Navier–
Stokes equations, with specific boundary conditions that
take into account the reflection of the wave at the end of the
resonator for a better representation of the acoustic field,
were performed for the cases of a 1D-isothermal-plate [14,
18], a 1D-plate coupled with heat exchangers [17] and a
2D-plate [16].
Experimental studies of thermoacoustic systems mainly
focus on performance measurements, such as in Poese and
Garrett [23] or Paek et al. [21]. Little experimental work
has been done, however, to visualize flow structures and
measure the unsteady velocity fields in thermoacoustics.
The flow field in a thermoacoustic refrigerator should
preferably be investigated using optical methods that are
non-intrusive. Herman et al. [12] used holographic
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interferometry for the visualization of the flow near the
stack plates of a model of thermoacoustic refrigerator. The
same authors [28] also used smoke visualization to get
better insight of the flow field before performing thermal
measurements. They highlighted the presence of a vortex at
the edge of a stack plate, but no precise description of the
phenomenon was given. Taylor [26] was the first to measure the acoustic velocity in an acoustic resonator, using
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA). This local measurement
technique, that yields data only for a single point in the
measurement volume, has also been used by Bailliet et al.
[1] and Biwa et al. [4] to measure the acoustic power flow
in a thermoacoustic resonator, and by Thompson and
Atchley [27] for streaming measurements. In the present
study, particle image velocimetry (PIV) will be preferred to
LDA since it allows to obtain velocity data over a large
area. Humphreys et al. [13] have performed PIV measurements in an impedance tube. Hann and Greated [11]
developed an unconventional method of extracting acoustic
velocity in an acoustic standing wave from the spectrum of
multiply exposed PIV images. A review of the use of LDA
and PIV to measure acoustic and streaming velocities is
proposed by Campbell et al. [7].
The experimental work presented here addresses the
characterization of the flow inside a thermoacoustic
refrigerator using PIV. The experimental setup is described
in Sect. 2. Also, in this section, the measurement technique
is validated by comparing the velocity fields obtained in the
resonator without stack to a simple plane wave model.
Section 3 presents the results. The oscillating boundary
layers between two plates of the stack are investigated,
showing good agreement with an analytical solution. The
generation of vortices at the edges of the stack plates is
precisely described. At high acoustic pressure level, we
observe for the first time the detachment of vortices and the
symmetry breaking of the vortex street.

2 Experimental setup
2.1 The thermoacoustic refrigerator
A schematic view of the thermoacoustic refrigerator used
in the present study is given in Fig. 2. It is made of a closed
acoustic resonator with a driver at one end and a stack of
flat parallel plates inside. The length of the resonator is
86 cm and its cross-sectional area is 80 · 80 mm2. The
walls of the resonator are made of transparent plexiglas.
The driver is a common high fidelity loudspeaker delivering a monotonic sound at the tube resonance frequency
f0 = 214 Hz (half-wavelength resonator). The acoustic
pressure level inside the resonator reaches up to 2,000 Pa.
The working gas is air at atmospheric pressure (Pm = 1
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Table 1 Characteristic dimensions of the thermoacoustic refrigerator
f (Hz)

214

2y0 (mm)

1

L (m)

0.86

t0 (mm)

1
0.18

xc (m)

0.215

da (mm)

l (m)

0.025

dm (mm)

0.15

Pm (atm)

1

r

0.7

2.2 The PIV measuring system
2.2.1 Optical setup

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the thermoacoustic refrigerator and optical
setup for PIV measurements

atm). Acoustic pressure is monitored by a 1/4 in. Bruel &
Kjaer microphone placed a few centimeters away from the
loudspeaker at the pressure antinode. The plates of the
stack are made of glass, which is a non-conducting material
(ks = 1.05 W/m K). The thickness of the plates is
t0 = 1 mm and the interplate spacing is 2y0 = 1 mm
(blockage ratio:BR = 2y0/(2y0 + t0) = 0.5). The plates are
l = 25 mm long. The center of the stack is located xc =
21.5 cm away from the driver, where the amplitudes of
both pressure and velocity fluctuations are high enough for
the thermoacoustic effect to take place.
The specific features of PIV impose technical constraints on the design of the refrigerator. The refrigerator
described above is not optimized to achieve high thermal
efficiency. The length scales for the thermoacoustic effect
are the thicknesses of the thermal and viscousposcillating
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
boundary
layers,
defined respectively by da ¼ 2a=x and
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
dm ¼ 2m=x; where a is the thermal diffusivity of the gas,
m its kinematic viscosity, and x the angular frequency of
the oscillation. The ratio of these two quantities is given by
pﬃﬃﬃ
dm =da ¼ r; r being the Prandtl number of the working
gas. Characteristic dimensions of the present system are
summarized in Table 1. In order to minimize viscous losses, an optimized design would require the use of a low
Prandtl number gas as a working fluid. Also, as for the
optimization of stack performances, Swift [25] recommends the spacing between the plates to be approximately
twice the thermal penetration depth da. Although the
present setup is not thermally optimized, conclusions presented here hold for systems designed for high
performances.

The optical setup is represented in Fig. 2. The camera is a
LaVision FlowMaster 3TM with a 1,280 · 1,024 pix2 (8.6
· 6.9 mm2) CCD sensor. Measurement fields of minimum
area 11 · 9 mm2 are obtained with a NikonTM 60 mm lens
and extension tubes. The working distance is approximately 10 cm from the measurement field and
magnification is estimated to be 0.77. The camera is placed
perpendicular to the direction of oscillations. The laser
sheet is generated by a dual-resonator Nd:YAG laser with a
wavelength of 532 nm, and combined with a cylindrical
lens. The time between 2 pulses is 52 ls for 500 Pa, 26 ls
for 1,000 and 1,500 Pa, and 13 ls for 2,000 Pa. It has to be
small enough compared to the acoustic period (T = 4.6 ms)
for velocity variations to be negligible between two laser
pulses. Close to flow reversal, when time derivative of
acoustic velocity is at its maximum, the error due to
velocity variations between two laser pulses is estimated to
be 6.6 cm s1 for 500, 1,000 and 2,000 Pa, and 9.8 cm s1
for 1,500 Pa, for measurements made at xc = 22.75 cm.
These values correspond to 7% of the velocity amplitude at
500 Pa, 3.5 % at 1,000 and 1,500 Pa, and 1.75 % at
2,000 Pa. A small and thin mirror of dimensions 90 ·
5 mm2, with a 45-angle with respect to the direction of
oscillations, is placed inside the resonator to reflect the
laser sheet and create the measurement plane perpendicular
to the plates of the stack and to the optical axis of the
camera. The laser does not illuminate the edges of the stack
directly so that there are no unwanted reflections on the
stack plates. The mirror is located far from the stack, inside
the opposite half of the resonator, and since its dimensions
are small with respect to the acoustic wavelength, it does
not disturb the acoustic wave.

2.2.2 Particle seeding
The measurement plane is seeded with paraffin oil smoke
generated by a commercial smoke machine. The smoke is
filtered to eliminate large particles. The diameter of the
particles ranges from 1 to 4 lm. According to the characteristics of the optical system and for an aperture of
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4 mm, the diameter of a particle image on the sensor is
approximately 5 pix which satisfies the requirements of the
PIV software. The smoke is fed inside the resonator
through a capillary tube flush-mounted in a wall, near the
measurement area. Another flush-mounted capillary tube is
placed further on the wall. Its other end is immersed in
water in order to maintain constant pressure inside the
resonator during smoke injection. Smoke is injected before
turning the loudspeaker on. Acoustic oscillations make
the seeding homogeneous and measurements can be
performed.
Since we are interested in the characteristics of an
unsteady flow, it is necessary to verify that particles follow
the flow for the frequency range of interest. This will ensure
that the measured velocity is in good agreement with the
actual flow field. As proposed in the review by Melling [19],
we solve the equation of motion of a seeding particle. Considering that the particle density is greater than the fluid
density qp /qf  1, this equation reduces in our case to
qp

pdp3 dUp
¼ 3pldp ðUp  Uf Þ;
6 dt

ð1Þ

where qp, l, and dp are the density, dynamic viscosity and
diameter of the seeding particle, respectively. Uf and Up are
instantaneous velocities of the fluid and seeding particle,
respectively. The ratio g = Up /Uf of these two velocities is
obtained from the solution of Eq. 1. Assuming that particles follow the flow for g > 0.99, the maximum acceptable
diameter for a particle of paraffin oil smoke is 6.38 lm at
the frequency of interest (f0 = 214 Hz). It is greater than the
size of the particles introduced into the resonator. Hence,
we conclude that the use of paraffin oil smoke is appropriate for PIV measurements in the setup presented here.

2.2.3 Data acquisition and processing
The maximum repetition rate of the camera for PIV measurements is fcam = 2 Hz, which is below the frequency of
oscillation (f0 = 214 Hz). This limitation is overcome using
phase averaging. Acoustic velocity being periodical, PIV
image acquisition is phase-locked with the voltage feeding
the loudspeaker using a TTL triggering signal delivered by
the signal generator. A time lag s between TTL signal and the
time when both camera and laser are triggered is defined in
the software. By adjusting s, an acoustic cycle is subdivided
in 16 equally spaced phases. We define the initial phase (0)
as the time when velocity is zero and when the fluid flows out
of the cold side of the stack during the following half period.
Fifty instantaneous velocity fields are measured for each
phase, and averaged in order to obtain a phase-averaged
velocity field.
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Velocity fields are processed from the images with the
commercial system Lavision Davis 7.0TM. Multiple iterations with window shift and decreasing window size ensure
a high spatial resolution with low signal-to-noise ratio. As
shown by Berson et al. [2], spatial resolution is a limiting
parameter for a good estimation of space derivatives that
are used in the calculation of quantities such as vorticity or
viscous dissipation. The size of the final interrogation
windows is 16 · 16 pix2 with 50 % overlap, leading to a
spatial resolution of 70 lm for a measurement area of 11 ·
9 mm2.
The
z-component
of
the
vorticity
vector
X2 ¼ ðov=dx  ou=dyÞ=2 is calculated. The C2 function is
also computed to detect vortex boundaries. Let M be a
point of the plane, C2 is defined by:
ZZ
1
sin hdx0i dx0j ;
ð2Þ
C2 ðxÞ ¼
S
M 0 2S
where S is a disc of center M. h is the angle between x0  x
and uðM 0 Þ  uðM 0 Þ; M 0 being a point inside S with coordinates x0 ; and uðMÞ is the velocity at coordinate M. The
radius of S is four times the spatial resolution. Subscripts i
and j refer to the vector components in the plane. |C2| has
values between 2/p and 1 when the flow is locally dominated by rotation. C2 function is a non-dimensional
quantity based on the topological properties of the flow
rather than on its intensity. Thus, it is a powerful tool to
detect vortex boundaries in a strongly inhomogeneous flow
such as the present one. More details about C2 function can
be found in Graftieaux et al. [10].

2.3 Acoustic velocity in the resonator without stack:
validation of the measurements
The experimental setup presented here has already been
validated by Duffourd [9]. In this section, we operate in the
resonator of the thermoacoustic refrigerator without stack.
Thus, we consider the resonator as a closed tube with a
piston-like source at the x = 0 end. The driver delivers a
sinusoidal excitation at the tube resonance frequency f0 =
214 Hz. In this configuration, an acoustic standing wave is
formed in the resonator. At this range of frequencies, no
transversal modes are excited and the acoustic wave is
plane. This means that velocity remains constant in a crosssection of the tube (except within the viscous boundary
layer close to the walls). The velocity in a cross-section of
abscissa x can be deduced from the maximum acoustic
pressure inside the resonator as
Uðx; tÞ ¼ UðxÞ sinðxtÞ ¼

Pac
sinðkxÞ sinðxtÞ;
q0 c0

ð3Þ
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where P is the maximum acoustic pressure in the resoac
nator, q is the density of air, c is the celerity of sound in
0
0
air, k = x/c is the acoustic wavenumber and t is time. The
0
maximum acoustic pressure inside the tube is 1,500 Pa. At
this level of acoustic pressure, harmonics appear but
remain quite low (second harmonic is no more than a few
percents of the fundamental). This introduces only a slight
error when data are compared to the model without harmonics. Duffourd [9] extended the model to take into
account higher harmonics, and found a good agreement
with experimental data.
The measurement area is located 35 cm away from the
driver and spatial resolution is 70 lm. Velocity at x =
35 cm is plotted in Fig. 3 for each measured phase of the
acoustic cycle. It is in good agreement with the velocity
calculated from the maximum acoustic pressure, using
Eq. 3. The maximum error between experimental data and
the model is 0.13 m s1, or 3.7 % of the maximum
velocity. It is of the same order as the error made because
of velocity variations between two laser pulses. Velocity
fields are also presented in Fig. 3, corresponding to two
different phases. The velocity is uniform along the transversal direction y, which validates the plane wave
assumption.
To conclude, it is demonstrated that acoustic velocities
can be measured accurately using PIV. In a void resonator,
measurements compare well with a simple model of a
plane acoustic standing wave. In the next sections, results
for oscillating boundary layers between two plates of the
stack and for the flow near the stack edges will be
presented.

Fig. 3 Velocity averaged over a cross-section of the resonator (x =
35 cm) for different phases of a period of oscillation. Open circle
experimental datapoints. Dashed lines plane acoustic standing wave
model (Pac = 1500 Pa)
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3 Results
3.1 Oscillating boundary layers
The characterization of oscillating boundary layers inside
the stack is crucial for the understanding of the thermoacoustic effect. Indeed, the thermoacoustic effect takes place
in the viscous and thermal boundary layers along the stack
plates, where there is an adequate phasing between velocity
and temperature fluctuations.
We measure the oscillatory flow between two plates of
the stack. Equation 4, that is derived from the linearized
momentum equation of the viscous fluid [25], gives the
oscillating velocity between two parallel plates.

Uðx; yÞ ¼



cosh ½ð1 þ iÞy=dm 
hU iðxÞ
1
;
1  fm
cosh ½ð1 þ iÞy0 =dm 

ð4Þ

where hUi (x) is the acoustic velocity integrated over the
height of a channel, and the thermoviscous function fm is
defined as fm = tanh[(1 + i)y/dm]/[(1 + i)y0/dm].
The phase-averaged velocity profiles measured in a
stack channel are given in Fig. 4, for eight phases of the
acoustic period, and two acoustic pressure levels: 500 and
2,000 Pa. Measurements are performed inside the crosssection of a channel located 4.8 mm away from the cold
edges of the plates. The centre of the stack is placed at xc =
21.5 cm. Both end points of each velocity profile belong to
the plates. They have zero velocity and are plotted for
reference. Spatial resolution is 80 lm. A precise description of the flow close to the wall would require a better
spatial resolution, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
The flow inside the channel is laminar and it is strongly
influenced by viscous effects. Indeed, the viscous boundary
layers occupy no less than approximately one third of the
space between two plates. When the sign of the acoustic
velocity changes (at U = 0 and U = 180), flow reversal
appears first in the viscous boundary layer, where the flow
has less inertia. Hence, the fluid in the middle of the
channel and the fluid close to the plates flow in opposite
ways. These measurements are in accordance with the
model described by Eq. 4.
Comparisons between velocity profiles measured with
PIV and theoretical velocity profiles calculated from Eq. 4
show good qualitative agreement. At low acoustic pressure
level (500 Pa), discrepancies between the measurements and
the linear model are within experimental error. However, the
linear model is less accurate at higher level (2,000 Pa). This
is likely to be due to nonlinearities that start to appear as
acoustic load increases. At even higher acoustic pressure
level, one should expect effects such as streaming or turbulent structures to appear inside these boundary layers. This
will affect the efficiency of the system.
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Fig. 4 Velocity profiles inside a channel of the stack, for different
phases during an acoustic cycle, at Pac = 500 Pa (a) and Pac =
2,000 Pa (b). Velocity is normalized by the maximum acoustic
velocity amplitude in the resonator. Position inside the channel is
normalized by half the height of the channel. The center of the stack is
21.5 cm away from the driver. Velocities are measured 4.8 mm away
from the cold end of the stack. Phases 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225,
270, and 315 are represented from bottom to top. Open circle
experimental datapoints. Dashed lines linear model derived from
Eq. 4

3.2 Velocity fields at the edges of the stack plates
Blanc-Benon and Marx [5] have shown that the topology of
the flow behind the stack has a strong influence on the heat
flux close to the edges of the stack plates. The aerodynamic
field behind the stack depends on its geometry. Experiments have been performed previously with this
experimental setup for different stack geometries, at low
acoustic pressure level (Pac  1,500 Pa), and compared to
numerical simulations [6, 15]. In this paper we focus on the
stack described in Sect. 2.1, whose blockage is high and
whose plates are thick. The center of the stack is located at
xc = 21.5 cm, and spatial resolution of the measurements is
85 lm.
Close-ups of velocity fields at the edge of the stack
plates, at Pac = 500 Pa are given in Fig. 5 for selected time
instants during an acoustic cycle. In this section, we focus
on the cold side of the stack, but the same analysis remains
valid for the hot side. During the phases when the fluid
flows out of the stack (from phases 0 to 180), the fluid
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rolls up around the sharp edges of the stack plates, due to
flow separation. This mechanism leads to the generation of
two counter-rotating vortices behind each stack plate.
These vortices are symmetric and remain attached to the
edges of the stack plates. At phases 202.5 and 225, the
fluid is sucked back between the plates. The persistence of
the formerly generated vortices makes the flow slightly
rotational, and creates areas of low velocity just behind the
channel. From phases 247.5 to 360, the fluid enters the
channel, flowing around the plate edges. Fluid velocity is
higher within the channel than outside because of the
blockage created by the presence of the stack in the
resonator.
At higher acoustic pressure level, the topology of the
flow is different. Figure 6 shows vorticity fields and C2 isolines behind stack plates for eight different phases of an
acoustic period. Figure 6e helps to situate the phases on an
acoustic period. Acoustic pressure level is Pac = 2,000 Pa.
During the first quarter of an acoustic cycle (from phases 0
to 90), the fluid flows out of the cold side of the stack and
velocity magnitude increases. Similarly to what happens at
lower pressure, two counter-rotating vortices are generated
from the edges of the stack plates, due to flow separation. As
the flow decelerates (from phases 90 to 180), vortices are
shed away from the stack edges. We observe that the pairs
of counter-rotating structures lose their symmetry so that, at
flow reversal (phase 180), an asymmetric street of vortices
appears behind the stack. Vortical structures remain present
during the following phase (phase 202.5), when the fluid
starts flowing back into the cold side of the stack. Eventually, until the end of the entering phase (from phases 225 to
360), we observe high vorticity solely inside the oscillating
boundary layers along the stack plates.
Detachment of vortices and loss of symmetry appear at
high acoustic pressure levels only. Figure 7 shows normalized vorticity fields and C2 iso-lines close to the cold
end of the stack, at flow reversal (phase 180), for four
different acoustic pressure levels: Pac = 500 Pa, Pac =
1,000 Pa, Pac = 1,500 Pa, and Pac = 2,000 Pa. The corresponding acoustic Reynolds numbers ðRedm Þ are calculated
according to Eq. 5. Numerical values are given in Table 2.
Redm ¼

pﬃﬃﬃ UðxÞ dm
:
2
BR m

ð5Þ

In Fig. 7, we observe that until Redm ¼ 51; pairs of counterrotating vortices remain symmetrically attached to the stack
edges during the whole time when fluid flows out of the cold
side of the stack (from phases 0 to 180). Vortices detach
from the stack edges for Redm  76: Merkli and Thomann [20]
found that onset of turbulence occurs at Redm ¼ 400 in the
Stokes boundary layers of an oscillating flow. At Pac =
2,000 Pa, Redm is approximately four times lower than the
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Fig. 5 Close-ups of velocity
fields at the cold edge of the
stack, at Pac = 500 Pa. The
following phases are
represented: a 0, b 22.5, c 45,
d 67.5, e 90, f 112.5, g 135,
h 157.5, i 180, j 202.5,
k 225, l 247.5, m 270,
n 292.5, o 315, p 337.5
and q 360. For the sake
of clarity, the velocity field
is undersampled

critical Reynolds number, so it is clear that the detachment of
vortices is not related to the transition of the flow towards
turbulence. We remark that, regardless of the acoustic
pressure level, the vortex street never extends further than
two acoustic displacements (2dac = 2U/x) away from the
stack edges. Two acoustic displacements are the distance a
particle can travel during an acoustic cycle. Thus, it is likely
that, at low Reynolds number, the first vortex is not convected sufficiently far away from the stack edges for it to

detach and for a second vortex to appear. Measurements at
higher pressure level, showing more vortices in the vortex
street, should be performed to verify this assumption.

4 Conclusion
Measurements are performed in a standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerator using PIV. A specific PIV method is
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Fig. 6 Vorticity fields (in s1)
and iso-lines of | C2 | = 2/p at
the cold edge of the stack, at Pac
= 2,000 Pa. The following
phases are represented: a 45, b
90, c 112.5, d 135, f 157.5, g
180, h 202.5 and i 270. The
dashed line represents the
distance 2dac away from the
stack edges. Positions of the
phases along the acoustic cycle
are represented on the plot of
normalized acoustic velocity
versus time given in (e)

Fig. 7 Normalized vorticity fields (X2 q0 c20/Pac fosc) and iso-lines of
| C2 | = 2/p at the cold edge of the stack, at phase 180, and for
different acoustic pressure levels: a Pac = 500 Pa, b Pac = 1,000 Pa,

c Pac = 1,500 Pa, and d Pac = 2,000 Pa. The dashed line represents
the distance 2dac away from the stack edges

Table 2 Magnitude of acoustic velocity, acoustic displacement and
acoustic Reynolds numbers inside the channels, calculated at the
location of the cold side of the stack x = 22–75 mm

limitations of the linear model at higher acoustic pressure
level, when nonlinearities appear. Acoustic velocity fields
behind the stack plates are characterized. Vortices appear
during the half period of the acoustic cycle when the fluid
flows out of the stack. At low acoustic pressure level,
counter-rotating vortices are generated at the edges of the
plates. They are symmetrical and remain attached to the
plates. With increasing acoustic pressure level, structures
detach and create an asymmetric street of vortices. Regardless of the pressure level, vortices are not shed further than
two acoustic displacements away from the stack edges. In
future studies, higher acoustic pressure levels will be
required for a more precise description of the mechanisms of
vortex shedding behind the stack plates.

Pac
(Pa)

U(x = 22.75 cm)
(m s1)

2dac (x = 22.75 cm)
(mm)

500

0.94

1.4

26

1,000
1,500

1.88
2.81

2.8
4.2

51
76

2,000

3.75

5.6

102

Redm

developed, using synchronization and phase-averaging for
the measurements of acoustic velocities. The method is
validated in an acoustic resonator (without stack) by successfully comparing experimental data to a simple plane
wave model. The flow inside the channels of the stack is
studied and shows good quantitative agreement at Pac =
500 Pa. The measuring method is validated and shows the
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